Using MILogin, CON e-Serve with Internet Explorer 10

DCH CON e-Serve application runs in a preferred browser of Internet Explorer version 8 or older.

When using DCH CON e-Serve in Internet Explorer 10 you may experience some minor functionality problems such as creating new lines in application forms.

For the best results when using Internet Explorer 10 follow these short instructions to run the application in compatibility view. You should only need to complete this once.

Please contact the CON Project Coordinator, at 517-241-3348/3344 or Mdhhs-conprojects@michigan.gov with any questions.

1. Open Internet Explorer
2. Under Tools select Compatibility View Settings

3. Enter www.michigan.gov in the Add this website box.
4. Click Add
5. Click Close

6. Navigate to MILogin at https://milogintp.michigan.gov and login DCH CON e-Serve